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ABSTRACT
An electrical plug with power blades in a power bridge portion and a ground pin in a ground bridge portion, the portions being non-integrally joined.

18 Claims, 2 Drawing Sheets
BRIDGED ELECTRICAL PLUG

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the original patent but forms no part of this reissue specification; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made by reissue.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to electrical plugs, and more particularly to such plugs with a novel bridge supporting and separating the power blades from each other, and the ground prong from both.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Plugs with two power blades and a ground prong are known in the prior art, as are used in the blades of folded and embossed (for thickening with use of less metal) strips of metal.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A new plug provides for not only easy and inexpensive automated manufacture, but good insulative qualities as well.

The new plug features an insulative bridge with a power blade bridge portion carrying power blades, a ground bridge portion carrying a ground pin, and with internal means for cooperatively with ends of said power blades anchoring them, the blades being further held in the bridge by a cap closing blade-accepting slots in the bridge. Other features of preferred embodiments will be set forth in the following description and claims.

PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Following are drawings of a preferred embodiment, with description thereof.

FIG. 1 is an isometric view of a subcombination of that embodiment.

FIG. 2 is a plan view thereof.

FIG. 3 is a sectional view taken at 3—3 of FIG. 1.

FIG. 4 is a side elevational view thereof.

FIG. 5 is a bottom view of said embodiment.

In FIG. 1 are shown a pair of folded conductive sheet strip blades indicated generally at 10.

Each blade 10 has an outer layer 12 and an inner layer 14, each pair joined respectively by a fold 16. Each outer layer 12 includes an outwardly facing embossment 18. Made by offsetting the corresponding area of the opposing surface of that layer. Each inner layer 14 includes an inwardly facing embossment 20 made by offsetting the corresponding area of the opposing surface of that layer. The effective thickness of each blade 10 (as measurable with, for example, a micrometer caliper) measured through portions 18, 20 is thus more than twice the thickness of the sheet metal of which blades 10 are formed.

All the layers 12, 14 extend into polypropylene power bridge element indicated generally at 30. Element 30 includes a pair of slots 32 extending in an element thickness direction and of a slot size for accepting the double thickness of unembossed layers 12, 14, these slots being open at ends 34. Slots 32 meet in element 30 transversely and longitudinally extending blind slots 36, in which are accepted the bent 90 degree ends of layers 14. Promontories 38 of element 30 define upper surfaces of slots 36, while base 40 defines lower surfaces. Base 40 includes on its outer surface farther away from blade folds 16 a transverse notch 42.
said ground bridge portion being non-integrally secured to said power bridge portion,
said ground bridge portion holding therein a single ground pin,
said power bridge portion holding therein a single pair of power blades
in which said power blades each consists of a formed and folded-on-itself strip of conductive sheet metal, and
in which a first layer of each said blade extends completely through first slots in said power bridge portion
and a second layer of each said blade extends angularly away from said first layer inwardly of said power blade,
and is held in second slots of said power bridge portion so angularly related to said first slots.
4. The plug of claim 3 in which said first slots and said second slots are closed by an insulative cap secured to said power bridge portion.
5. The plug of claim 4 in which said ground bridge portion includes an integral elongated projection and said power bridge portion includes a mating blind hole.
6. The plug of claim 4 in which one of said power bridge portion and said cap includes projections and the other includes mating blind holes.
7. The plug of claim 4 in which said power bridge portion includes a vibratory feeder orientation groove.
8. The plug of claim 4 in which each of said power bridge portion and said cap are formed of plastic and secured together.
9. The plug of claim 8 in which said plastic is polypropylene.
10. The plug of claim 8 in which said power bridge portion and said cap are thermoweldedly joined.
11. The plug of claim 10 in which said power bridge portion and said ground bridge portion are thermoweldedly joined.

12. An electrical plug comprising a plastic insulative power bridge portion and a pair of power blades held therein,
each of said power blades consisting of a formed and folded-on-itself strip of conductive sheet metal, and
in which a first layer of each said blade extends completely through first slots in said power bridge portion
and a second layer of each said blade extends angularly away from said first layer inwardly of said power blade, and is held in second slots of said power bridge portion so angularly related to said first slots, and in which each said first layer extends also completely through a third slot in said power bridge portion, said third slot being thinner than said first slot, each said second slot communicating with each said first slot inwardly of each said third slot.
13. The plug of claim 12 in which said first slots and said second slots are closed by an insulative cap secured to said power bridge portion.
14. The plug of claim 13 in which one of said power bridge portion and said cap includes projections and the other includes mating blind holes.
15. The plug of claim 13 in which said power bridge portion includes a vibratory feeder orientation groove.
16. The plug of claim 13 in which each of said power bridge portion and said cap are formed of plastic and secured together.
17. The plug of claim 16 in which said plastic is polypropylene.
18. The plug of claim 16 in which said power bridge portion and said cap are thermoweldedly joined.
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